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PREFACE
This manual is for installation and unit movement coordinators, unit movement officers, convoy
commanders, officers, and noncommissioned officers as guidance for planning, administration, and
operation of convoys within the continental United States (CONUS). It conforms with ARs 55-29 and
55-162 and sets forth the procedures described in FORSCOM Regulation 55-1, implementing those
functions associated with the convoy management system known as mobilization movement control
(MOBCON). Also described are the functions and responsibilities of the state area command
(STARC), the state movement control center (SMCC), the logistical support agencies (LSA), and the
Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (ODCSLOG), in their responsibility for the publication
and distribution of the numbered armies in the continental United States (CONUSA) support
directories and their relationship to the user in preparation for convoy movements. The procedures for
MOBCON are applicable for all CONUS active Army, Army National Guard (ARNG), US Army
Reserve (USAR) units, and all other Department of Defense (DOD) organizations involved in convoy
operations.
Physical considerations for the preparation of convoys are described to ensure the maximum safety for
personnel, vehicles, and cargo. Included are the requirements for preparing the drivers,
communications, convoy organizational element lengths, vehicle and convoy identification, and highway
discipline. When the procedures prescribed by this text conflict with local and/or state traffic laws, the
local and state laws will apply.
The proposed target dates for implementing MOBCON as a total operational system is 2d QTR FY 91
for the ARNG and USAR units and FY 92 for the active DOD units.
Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men.
This publication contains copyrighted material.
The proponent of this publication is HQ TRADOC. Send comments and recommendations on DA
Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) directly to Commandant, US
Army Transportation School, ATTN: ATSP-TDL, Fort Eustis, VA 23604-5399.
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CHAPTER 1
MOBILIZATION MOVEMENT AND CONTROL (MOBCON)
MOTOR CONVOYS
Within CONUS, a motor convoy is a group of vehicles
organized for the purpose of control and orderly move
ment with or without escort protection. A motor convoy
will include-
ŽAny group of six or more vehicles temporarily
organized to operate as a column, with or without
escort, proceeding together under a single com
mander.
ŽTen or more vehicles per hour dispatched to the
same destination, over the same route (except
during mobilization and deployment, then all
movements to a mobilization station will require
a convoy clearance).
ŽFive or fewer vehicles operating as a column, with
or without escort, proceeding under a single com
mander (if one or more vehicles require the sub
mission of a DD Form 1266).

CONVOY MOVEMENT AND CONTROL
A military convoy in CONUS cannot travel on the public
highways without an approved convoy clearance. (AR
55-29 and AR 55-162 are being revised to comply with
FORSCOM Regulation 55-1 which implements the
MOBCON procedures.) Several government agencies
are involved in the planning and execution of military
convoys moving within the continental United States
(CONUS). These agencies practice relatively the same
procedures in peacetime as they do during mobilization.
This chapter discusses these agencies and their role as
it relates to military convoys operating in CONUS.

US ARMY FORCES COMMAND
(FORSCOM)
FORSCOM, FCJ4 is the proponent for the MOBCON
program being implemented by the Army National
Guard (ARNG). MOBCON places authority for ap
proval of military convoys in the ARNG State Area
Command (STARC) in each state. (Until all states have

operational MOBCON systems, only RC and NG units
must obtain tommy clearance approval through the
ARNG STARC. Upon FORCOM order, active com
ponent units will be required to obtain convoy clearance
approval through the ARNG STARC.) The STARC
refers to the premobilization organization. Upon
mobilization, the STARC will then be refereed to as the
Joint State Area Command (JSAC). Within each
STARC, there is a state movement control center
(SMCC).

NUMBERED ARMIES IN THE
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
(CONUSA)
The United States is divided into five CONUSAs. Each
of these commands is responsible for the military opera
tions that take place within its respective Army area (see
Figure 1-1). Of major concern is the effective manage
ment of military convoys within states, crossing state
lines, and CONUSA boundaries. Maintaining com
mand and control over military convoys by one com
mand in peacetime is difficult and during mobilization
would become impossible. Implementation of the
MOBCON initiative by FORSCOM and the National
Guard Bureau (NGB) will provide the CONUSAs with
the assistance needed to manage military use of the
highways effectively.

AUTOMATED CONVOY MANAGEMENT
IN CONUS
The ARNG will issue the MOBCON software to the
SMCC in each state and the District of Columbia. It will
be used as an interim software package until it is
replaced by the Reserve Component Automation Sys
tem (RCAS).
MOBCON software uses the national highway planning
network (NHPN). The NHPN contains approximately
380,000 miles of roadway with 28,500 nodes (road junc
tions) and 45,000 links (road segments between nodes).
MOBCON software uses the electronic NHPN data
base to schedule and deconflict convoys within CONUS.
After deconflicting the requested convoy movement
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Figure 1-1. The Five CONUSA Commands.
with all other convoys already scheduled along the
route, the MOBCON software produces an approved
request for convoy clearances. It is a test document
which provides the convoy commander with-
ŽParagraph 1. Approved road summary data.
ŽParagraph 2. Specific route and time schedule.
ŽParagraph 3. En Route reporting requirements (if
any.
ŽParagraph 4. Remarks.

STATE AREA COMMAND
(STARC)/JOINT STATE AREA
COMMAND (JSAC)
The STARC is responsible for implementing and
managing MOBCON. Convoy management for DOD
convoys will come under the individual STARCS. The
STARC/JSAC will exercise MOBCON of all units con
voying in or through its state. They are responsible for
deconflicting and coordinating all convoy movements.
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STATE MOVEMENT CONTROL CENTER
(SMCC)
Within each STARC, there is the SMCC. The SMCC
collects, analyzes, and consolidates all DOD organic
convoy movements and develops a master movement
plan for mobilization and deployment. The directing
element within the SMCC is the defense movement
coordinator (DMC). The SMCC performs the critical
functions involved in operating the convoy movement
control system through the DMC. SMCCs provide the
FORSCOM and CONUSA commanders with informa
tion about the highway network and status of military
motor movements within each state. The SMCCs ap
prove unit convoy routes, publish march tables, and
exercise operational control for the movement of con
voys within their respective states. SMCCs provide the
communications link between the moving convoy and
its command and control headquarters. SMCCs also
provide the interface between military (DOD) and
civilian (DOT) agencies that control the use of high
ways, tunnels, and bridges.
When the MOBCON program is fully implemented, the
SMCCs will-
ŽApprove all DOD convoys within their states.
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ŽCoordinate convoy movements with civil
authorities.
ŽMonitor and control convoy movements during
major exercises, civil emergencies, and mobiliza
tion.
NOTE. Each installation must maintain a 24-hour POC
(with telephone number) where the police and/or
SMCC may call for emergency service.

SMCC RESPONSIBILITIES
Each SMCC is responsible for controlling the flow of
military traffic over its state highway system. Through
the DMC, it coordinates and approves convoy clearance
requests (DD Forms 1265 and 1266) for convoys
originating within its state and uploads the convoy re
quest data to the central MOBCON computer. Con
voys are scheduled and deconflicted by the central
computer and the approved convoy routing data is
downloaded to the requesting DMC. The DMC reviews
the routing data, adds en route reporting requirements
(if any) and remarks and issues the approved request
for convoy clearance to the moving unit. Special con
siderations for centralized control of convoys are-
ŽMovement Priority. The senior commander es
tablishes movement priority. During peacetime,
all convoys will be given the same priority. The
senior comander of an exercise or annual train
ing period must establish orders of march and
coordinate with the installation or training site
responsible for establishing gate arrival/depar
ture times. During mobilization, first priority will
be given to deployment convoys moving to meet a
port call established by MTMC. All other convoys
will be second priority.
ŽConvoy Length. Convoys will be limited to a max
imum of one hour in length. This will reduce
conflicts and eliminate a long wait while another
convoy passes through a node (road junction).
ŽTime Gap. The central computer adds a tenminute “tail” to each convoy. Convoy com
manders must be aware that another convoy could
be scheduled as close as ten minutes behind their
last vehicle.
ŽDirection of Movement. MOBCON software al
lows the DMC to “fix” either the requested arrival
time or the departure time at an installation. This
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will allow the central computer to ‘backward
plan” to meet a specific arrival time or to “forward
plan” from a specific departure time.
ŽRouting. The DMC in each state will coordinate
with the state highway department to establish
approved convoy routes and halt locations.
Route selection by the central computer will nor
mally default to interstate highways unless the
DMC specifies alternate routes due to traffic con
gestion, construction, or other restrictive masons.
The DMC’S goal will always be to give the convoy
commander the most practical and direct route
that meets the mission’s requirement and issue
convoy clearances for individual convoys. The
SMCC/DMC is responsible for obtaining the re
quired movement permits from the state DOT for
oversize/overweight vehicles and equipment.

SMCC OPERATIONS
The SMCC receives and reviews DD Form 1265 (Re
quest for Convoy Clearance) and/or DD Form 1266
(Request for Special Hauling Permit) from the UMCs.
After reviewing them, the SMCC will notify the
originator by telephone if any questions or problems
arise concerning the forms. (See Appendix A.)
The SMCC processes the forms and assigns a convoy
clearance number (CCN) according to the procedures
described in Chapter 2, under CONVOY IDEN
TIFICATION, and returns the approved forms with a
road movement table to the originator as an approved
convoy clearance. Convoy clearances will be updated
and resubmitted to the appropriate SMCC anytime
there are any changes to the mobilization movement
plans.

CONVOY MOVEMENT AUTHORITY
A military convoy in CONUS cannot travel on the public
highways without an approved convoy clearance and
CCN. The request for a convoy clearance will be sub
mitted through the STARC to the SMCC to the DMC.
For the ARNG and USAR units, they must ensure that
their request will arrive at the appropriate STARC NOT
LESS THAN 60 DAYS before the proposed convoy
movement. For active components, their requests will
arrive at the appropriate installation transportation of
ficer (ITO) NOT LESS THAN 30 DAYS before the
proposed convoy movement. The ITO will process the
convoy request and in coordination with the SMCC will
assign a CCN.
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NOTE: If obtaining a convoy clearance through the
normal procedures would delay the accomplishment of
the required mission, an emergency request to the ap
propriate approval authority will be made by telephone
or FAX. The approval, CCN, and routing instructions
will be returned by telephone or FAX.
The DMC will immediately process the convoy re
quests, obtain the required highway permits, and pro
vide the convoy clearance and CCN to the requesting
unit. He will also advise the units of toll roads, bridges,
and tunnels along the route and provide them with
points of contact for coordination.
The DMC must also obtain permission from the toll
authorities when toll roads, bridges, and tunnels are
under the control of an agency other than the state or
city government.

ROUTING
The primary goal in routing a convoy is to ensure its safe
and timely arrival at destination. The following must be
considered to accomplish this goal:
ŽState DOT requirements and restrictions on
length, width, height, weight, and cargo types.
ŽThe effects of military traffic on the civilian
population and emergency operations as well as
other military convoys.
ŽThe most practical and direct route from origin to
destination that is available.
ŽThe laws and regulations governing the use of
special-use routes.

HIGHWAY IDENTIFICATION
The four principle types of highways are the US Inter
state, US highways, state highways, and county roads.
Each type of highway has a different marking and num
bering system.

Markers
The four principle types of highway markers (signs)
include-
ŽUS interstates which display a shield-shaped red,
white, and blue sign.
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ŽUS highways which display a shield-shaped white
sign with black lettering.
ŽState highways which show round signs.
ŽCounty roads which display square- or diamondshaped signs.

Numbering System
Under the federal highway numbering system, even
numbers generally indicate east-west routes and odd
numbers north-south routes. Low numbers in each 100
series of the federal highway system usually begin in
either the east or north and increase numerically as they
progress west or south.
In the interstate highway numbering system, two-digit
odd numbers designate rural routes that run generally
north-south (I-75) and two-digit even numbers identify
rural routes that generally run east-west (I-64). Routes
numbered in the hundreds (I-275) are interstate spur
routes.
The numbering system for US highways is directly op
posite of the US interstate numbering system. Under
the US highway numbering system, the low numbers are
found in the south and west while the high numbers
appear in the east and north.

ROUTE SELECTION
The convoy commander makes the initial selection of
the best route before completing Section III, Route
Data, DD Form 1265 or 1266. Coordination with the
ITO/UMC and/or UMO is paramount.
After making a map reconnaissance, follow up with a
ground reconnaissance. The convoy commander may
request the SMCC to recommend one or more routes
for evaluation during a ground reconnaissance. The
convoy commander may also request that the convoy be
routed through specific intersections. Some factors that
may influence the route selection but will not be shown
on maps are-
ŽMaximum weight limitations on bridges and cul
verts.
ŽMaximum width and height clearances on high
ways, bridges, tunnels, and other overhead
obstacles. If planning to use a toll highway,
bridge, or tunnel, REMEMBER TO CHECK
THE WIDTH AND HEIGHT FOR TOLL
BOOTH CLEARANCE.
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NOTE: Vehicles transporting POL, oxygen, acetylene
or other compressed gases, or carrying military ex
plosives may be placed under severe operating restric
tions or prohibited from using tunnels.

DECONFLICTING HIGHWAY SPACE
The SMCCs will deconflict road space within their
respective states based on movement priority,
availability of the requested route, and logistical support
requirements.
DMCS will schedule convoy movements to maximize the
effective use of the highway network. They are
authorized to change convoy routes to avoid road space
conflicts. Route changes will only be made as a last
resort. Adequate service/rest facilities and communica
tions must be available along the alternate routes. The
primary goal is to assure that all convoys are able to
arrive at their destination at or before their latest arrival
time.

MANUAL CONVOY CLEARANCE
REQUESTS AND SPECIAL HAULING
PERMITS
When DD Form 1265 or DD Form 1266 is submitted to
the SMCC, the following information will be included:
ŽA strip map of the proposed convoy route in four
copies with one copy added for each state to be
transverse.
ŽThe name of the local UMC or UMO at the point
of origin.
The manual request will be submitted through com
mand channels so that it will arrive within the specified
time frames. All sections of the form must be con
pleted.
The convoy commander should identify specific check
points in addition to the required location and duration
of each halt in Block 14 (Proposed Routing). The
MOBCON software will route the convoy through them
if they are available for use. In addition, the convoy
commander may request, in Block 20 (REMARKS),
that specific points be avoided.
Once the convoy clearance request has been reviewed
and processed by the approving authority, the unit is
issued a CCN. The movement of the convoy to which it
applies MUST be conducted as the convoy clearance
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directs. Deviations are not authorized without prior
coordination with the approving authority.
It is here that command emphasis is required. The
convoy commander must ensure that the routing
specified on the appoved convoy clearance is followed
and that the ETA and ETD are met at each of the
checkpoints and rest halts. (MOBCON software
schedules convoys at 10-minute intervals.)
DD Form 1266 is the manual convoy clearance request
used to request permission to move oversize and/or
overweight vehicles on public roads. It will be submitted
in four copies with one copy added for each state to be
traversed.
NOTE: To compute military vehicles’ axle weights, refer
to Appendix B. For the movement of the heavy-equip
ment transporter (HET) and accompanying loads. see
Appendix C. To determine the legal maximum dimen
sions and weight authorized for vehicles on the highway,
see Appendix D. (It is applicable for all states within
CONUS. This chart is updated on an annual basis.)
NOTE: Only identical vehicles with loads of uniform
weight maybe listed on the same DD Form 1266. Each
vehicle driver must have a copy of the approved DD
Form 1266.

TRANSPORTATION COORDINATOR
AUTOMATED COMMAND AND
CONTROL INFORMATION SYSTEM
(TC-ACCIS)
On military posts where active units are stationed, the
UMOs and UMCs will each be provided with TC
ACCIS. Each unit that has access to this program will
be able to use it to coplete its DD Forms 1265 and/or
DD Forms 1266 and have them approved through the
established system. The ITOs have been granted the
authority to approve DD Form 1265 for active
FORSCOM units and to assign CCNs. The system for
assigning CCNs through TC-ACCOS for FORSCOM
units is different than the procedure described under
MOBCON. This difference in the numbering system is
described in Chapter 2 under CONVOY IDEN
TIFICATION. Once MOBCON has been distributed
throughout the active DOD units and is fully imple
mented, FORSCOM and active units will then use the
same procedures and numbering system for their con
voys as the ARNG and USAR units.
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MOBILIZATION CONVOY CLEARANCE
REQUESTS
Mobilization convoy clearances prepared by USAR and
ARNG units will be based on the mobilization station
planning system (MSPS) or superseding command
guidance and forwarded through the chain of command
to the SMCC for review and approval. Once approved,
these clearances will be issued and returned back
through the chain of command to the requesting unit.
They will be retained in the unit’s mobilization plan.
Mobilization convoy clearances will be a part of the
mobilization plan which is validated and approved every
two years. This plan will be updated when there are
significant changes that will affect a convoy’s movement.
These changes may consist of-
ŽChange of mobilization date (M-date).
ŽChange in convoy release points (gate changes).
ŽChange in the time length of the convoy of 5 or
more minutes.
ŽReorganization of the the unit.
ŽChange in the rate of march of 5 or more miles in
an hour (MIH).
ŽChange in the immediate chain of command.
ŽAddition or deletion of oversize/overweight
vehicles.

ŽRelease point (RP). The RP is that place where
certain elements of the column are released. It
must be clearly shown on the strip map. As with
the SP, the convoy passes the RP without halting
and at the rate and vehicle interval stated in the
operation order.
Ž Rest areas. Rest areas provide rest, personal
relief, messing, refueling, inspection and main
tenance, and schedule adjustment while allowing
other traffic to pass. Short halts normally last 10
minutes and should take place every 2 hours--10
minutes before the full hour. This time is included
in the road march. Long halts are for dining,
refueling, and bivouacing. Generally, all elements
of the convoy halt at the same time so that the time
gaps between vehicles remain the same. Every
effort should be made so that dining and refueling
halts coincide. Halt areas must be clearly shown
on the strip map.
NOTE: The first halt is for 15 minutes. The additional
five minutes allow truck personnel to recheck the loads
and secure if necessary.
Ž Routes.

ŽRoute or halt changes.

Ž Major cities and towns.

ŽChanges in logistical support requirements.

Ž Critical points and checkpoints (CPs). Check
points are points designated along the route to
control the convoy. Choose easily recognized fea
tures as checkpoints and clearly identify them on
the strip map provided to each driver. CPs are
always numbered consecutively.

ŽAddition or deletion of hazardous cargo.

PREPARATION OF THE GRAPHIC STRIP
MAP
The strip map will show an itinerary picture of the route
over which the convoy will trawl. The following eight
items must be shown on the strip map:
ŽStart point (SP). The SP is the location where the
convoy must start. At the SP, the convoy comes
under the active control of the convoy com
mander. The convoy is formed (at the SP without
stopping) by the successive arrival of the units in
it. Once the SP is passed, each unit should be
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traveling at the rate of speed and vehicle interval
stated in the operation order. When selecting an
SP, select a place which is easily recognized on the
map and on the ground; also ensure that it is
readily accessible and located so that any element
of the convoy can reach it without moving through
another element of the convoy.

ŽDistance between checkpoints (in CONUS dis
tance will always be shown in miles).
ŽNorth orientation.
The strip map will be detailed but not so cluttered with
information that it is unreadable (See Figure 1-2, page
1-8). Listed are examples of what will be shown:
ŽRoute data. The basic route data will include
route numbers. major intersections, and mileage
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between points. Whenever possible, in sets or
separate strip maps will be made up showing
routes through metropolitan areas or entrances
into rest halts and refeuling sites. See Figure 1-3,
page 1-9.
ŽMovement control data. Arrival and departure
times at the SP, CP, RP, state lines, and all halts.
ŽLogistical support data. The location of all logis
tical support facilities. This will include the pro
cedures for requesting/obtaining medical and
maintenance support.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH EN ROUTE
CONVOYS
During peacetime, convoys will normally not be re
quired to report their movement progress. During
mobilization or selected exercises, special instructions
will be provided in paragraph 3 of the convoy movement
order. It may direct the convoy commander to report to
the appropriate SMCC on departure, at selected rest
halts en route, and on arrival at destination. If highway
regulation point teams (HRPTs) are available, convoy
commanders may be directed to report by tactical radio
while moving past the HRPT.
Each SMCC must establish a communication network
that will allow them to maintain communications with
en route convoys. In addition, the SMCC will also es
tablish communications with other SMCCs and selected
federal, state, and local agencies.
NOTE: The primary means of communication between
the SMCC and the convoy commander is the commer
cial telephone. The SMCCs will list (block 20 of the
convoy clearance) the telephone numbers and radio fre
quencies to be used by each convoy originating and
operating in their states. Long distance telephone calls
will be toll free or collect.
Convoy commanders will report to the SMCC of the
state through which they are passing according to the
convoy clearance. They will use the convoy en route
report shown in Figure 1-4, page 1-10. These reports
will be made at designated points along the convoy
route. These points are called en route reporting points
(ERPs). Unless it is absolutely necessary to do other
wise for movement control procedures, ERPs will be
established at rest halts. These ERPs will advise the
SMCC of road conditions, security threats, or any other
situation that could affect the road movement. This
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data is then entered into the National Highway Data
Store. This process allows the SMCC to receive realtime reports on actual highway conditions from moving
convoys. The location of each convoy can then be
graphically displayed. Emergency requests, weather in
formation, traffic, road conditions, and other factors are
entered into the data store. The SMCC can immedi
ately evaluate highway and traffic conditions, congested
points, and when necessary, revise convoy routes or
movement schedules to ensure a smooth flow of traffic.
This will also allow the DMC to consolidate individual
trucks and/or buses into convoys to avoid delays around
mobilization stations (MSs) and ports of embarkation
(POEs).
NOTE: A convoy commander is not expected to allow
the reporting requirement to interfere with the opera
tion of the convoy. Attempts to contact the SMCC
should not be allowed to delay the convoys scheduled
departure by more than 10 minutes, then the convoy
commander will leave a message and proceed as
scheduled. The SMCC will then be contacted at the
next scheduled ERP.

INTERSTATE COMMUNICATIONS
Each SMCC will establish communications with the
SMCCs of adjoining states. The SMCC will also notify
an adjoining state’s SMCC if the convoy is off schedule
by 15 minutes or more. Convoy operations in peacetime
are generally not a problem. But during mobilization or
deployment, the competition for road space and sup
port will be massive MOBCON addresses this prob
lem. Figure 1-5, page 1-11 shows the simplified convoy
communication between the SMCCs in the coordinating
process between state clearance authorities.

COMMUNICATIONS ACROSS CONUSA
BOUNDARIES
The interstate communication network should include
the SMCCs in states outside the Army area to the extent
possible. This communication is particularly important
when processing convoy clearance requests for convoys
crossing Army area boundaries.

INTERAGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
Each SMCC also must maintain effective communica
tions with other agencies involved in the convoy move
ment; for instance, civilian agencies, state police, and
logistical support agencies.
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Figure 1-2. Strip Map.
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EN ROUTE ASSISTANCE REPORT
This type of report requires the immediate action or a
decision by the SMCC and/or coordination with other
agencies. These reports may include emergency re
quests, medical aid, law enforcement or security threat
assistance, logistical support requests, or a convoy
clearance revision.

OBTAINING ARRIVAL TIME
Three types of convoys operate over the public high
ways: administrative (peacetime), mobilization, and
deployment. The type of convoy will determine how the
convoy arrival time can be found.

Administrative Convoys
The commander must coordinate directly with the in
stallation or the command that directed the move to
determine arrival/ departure gates and times. Com
munication with the responsible organization may be
made directly by the moving unit or through normal
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command channels, depending on the local command
policy.

Mobilization Convoys
These are convoys conducted for moving mobilized
National Guard and Reserve Component units from
their home station (HS) to their designated MS. The
arrival times for these convoys are established by the MS
in conjunction with the appropriate SMCC.
FORSCOM Regulation 55-1 outlines specific proce
dures for obtaining the arrival times for mobilization
convoys.

Deployment Convoys
These are convoys conducted for moving military units
to a POE. Determining arrival times for these convoys
is based on air/sea POE’s gate arrival times (port calls)
and, as in the case of mobilization convoys, is the result
of coordination between the installation and the SMCC.
Procedures for determining arrival times for deploy
ment convoys are also outlined in FORSCOM Regula
tion 55-1.

Figure 1-3. Andrews AFB Refueling Site.
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Figure 1-4. Example of a Convoy En Route Report.
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Figure 1-5. MOBCON Interstate Communication.
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CHAPTER 2
CONVOY OPERATIONS PLANNING
CONVOY ORGANIZATION PLANNING
Small convoys of 20 vehicles or fewer can usually be sent
out as one group. But, in planning any appreciable sized
convoy, the basic requirement is to organize the given
number of vehicles into manageable groups.
When operating within CONUS, a convoy should not
exceed 60 minutes or battalion vehicle strength in length
and will not exceed one hour pass time. Therefore,
understanding time and distance factors is critical when
planning a convoy. Figure 2-1 shows the relationship
between distance factors and time factors.

Distance Factors
The following explains distance factors:
ŽLength--the length of the roadway the convoy
occupies, measured from the front bumper of the
first vehicle to the rear bumper of the last vehicle.
ŽRoad space--the length of roadway occupied by a
convoy or subgroup and any space added to the
length that may be required for safety or to main
tain flexibility. It is the sum of the lengths of the
vehicles, the gaps between vehicles, the gaps be
tween march elements, and the space allowed on
the road to avoid conflict with leading and follow
ing traffic.
ŽGap--the distance between successive vehicles,
called vehicle distance, or between elements of a
convoy or successive convoys, called column gap.
It is measured from the rear of one element to the
front of the following element.
ŽLead--the linear spacing between the heads of
elements in a convoy or between heads of succes
sive vehicles, march units, or serials.
ŽRoad distance--the distance from point to point
by road.
ŽRoad clearance distance--the distance that the
head of a convoy must travel for the entire convoy
to clear a given section of the road. It is the sum
of the convoy’s length and road distance.

Time Factors
The following describes time factors:
Ž Time length--the time required for a convoy or a
subgroup to pass a given point. It is also referred
to as “pass time.”
Ž Time space--the time consumed while a convoy or
one of its subgroups proceeds past any point en
route. It includes the time gaps between subor
dinate elements and additional time required for
safety and for maintaining flexibility needed at the
rear of the column.
Ž Time gap-the period of time between successive
vehicles or elements, measured from rear to front,
as they move past any given point.
Ž Time lead--the period of time between individual
vehicles or element of a convoy, measured from
head to head, as they pass a given point.
ŽTime distance--the time required to move from
one point to another at a given rate of march.
ŽRoad clearance time--the total time a convoy or
an element needs to travel over and clear a section
of road. Road clearance time equals time dis
tance plus time length.

Convoy Organizational Elements
A convoy commander can better control a convoy if it is
broken into smaller, more manageable groups. There
are three organizational elements to a convoy, These
elements are explained as follows (see Figure 2-2):
ŽMarch column. This is, for all practical purposes,
the tommy itself. It is made up of all the vehicles
proceeding in a single move over the same route.
A small conoy will consist of only a march
column, but for a larger convoy, the march column
will be made up of two or more serials.
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Figure 2-1. Distance and Time Factors.
ŽSerial. The serial is a subdivision of the march
column. It consists of elements of a march column
(convoy) moving from one area over the same
route at the same time. All the elements move to
the same area and are grouped under a serial
commander who is directly responsible to the
convoy commander. Each serial is temporarily
assigned an alphabetical, numerical, or other kind
of designation. This kind of identification makes
it easier to prepare mad movement graphs, issue
instructions, and report progress. A serial maybe
divided into two or more march units.
ŽMarch unit. This is the smallest organized sub
group of the convoy. It is used for command and
control between rest halts where a serial cannot
pass a route constriction point uninterrupted.

Convoy Functional Elements
All convoys, regardless of size, are made up of three
functional elements--head, body, and trail. These ele
ments are explained as follows (see Figure 2-3):
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NOTE: To ensure the freedom of movement necessary
to exercise proper control, the convoy commander has
no prescribed place in the convoy.
ŽHead. This is the first task vehicle of the convoy,
it is marked with a blue flag or light and carries
the subordinate commander known as the
pacesetter.” The pacesetter rides in this vehicle
and sets the pace in order to maintain the
prescribed schedules and rates of march and
leads the convoy on the proper route.
ŽMain body. Following right behind the head
(pacesetter) is the column’s main body. Since the
main body is the largest part of the convoy, it can
be subdivided into serials and march units for
easier control and management.
ŽTrail. The trail is the last element of a march
column, consisting of maintenance and medical
personnel. The trail officer is responsible for
march discipline, breakdowns, straggling
vehicles, and control at the scene of any accident
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Figure 2-2. Convoy Organizational Elements.
involving his march unit until the arrival of civilian
authorities. (He represents the convoy com
mander in those functions.) Assigned main
tenance personnel repair and recover disabled
vehicles. Trail party vehicles will display interna
tional orange safety flags and be fitted with a
rotating amber warning light (RAWL) and a
CCN. There is no static position for vehicles
within the trail party. (Figure 2-4 shows equip
ment that can potentially be included in the trail.)
When developing convoy operation orders, the convoy
commander will-
ŽDesignate the serial/march unit commanders.
ŽDesignate a pacesetter.
ŽAppoint a trail officer and a trail prey.
NOTE: The trail officer may also act as the claims
officer.
ŽEnsure the installation’s staff judge advocate’s
office briefs the individual assigned as claims of
ficer.
ŽInstruct the trail party on how to evaluate disabled
vehicles, what to do in the event of an accident,
and what maintenance support is available along
the route.

NOTE: For a convoy with no trail party, call the nearest
installation for assistance.

INTERNAL CONVOY ORGANIZATION
The placement of the vehicles in an organizational ele
ment of a tommy is determined by many factors. One
of the major factors is the danger of rearend collisions
on modern expressways. To reduce the possibility of
injury to personnel, place vehicles transporting troops
in the first march unit of the main body of the convoy.
When empty trucks or trucks loaded with general cargo
are available, use them as buffer vehicles between those
transporting personnel and those loaded with hazard
ous cargo.
WARNING
Do not place troops in vehiclse transporting
flammable fuels or other hazardous cargoes.
Other factors to consider-
Position those vehicles that require the longest
unloading time near the front of the main body of
the tommy. This will shorten the turnaround
time.
If the convoy consists of tractor-trailers, have one
tractor or bobtail per 10 tractor-trailers to support
the recovery section of the convoy.
The designated pacesetter is the first or l;eading
task vehicle in each serial/march unit and is
responsible for regulating the speed.
Vehicles transporting hazardous cargo should be
placed in the last serial of the convoy but not in
the trail party.
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Figure 2-3. Functional Elements of a Convoy.

Convoy commanders can use the three-part checklist in
Appendix E when conducting convoy operations. This
checklist aids in identifying and completing all of the
tasks required to plan, organize, and conduct a convoy
operation.

CONVOY COMMANDER
Each convoy will be organized under the control of a
convoy commander. Since the convoy commander must
be free to supervise the movement of the convoy, there
is no specified location for him in the convoy. The
convoy commander should refrain from infiltrating
through the convoy unless it is absolutely necessary for
control. The convoy commander should have contact
with all subordinate commanders during the movement.
Maximum use will be made of radio communications.

SERIAL/MARCH UNIT COMMANDERS
Serial/march commanders are positioned where they
can best control their convoy eIement. Although com
manders may want to place themselves at the head of
their units, it is not recommended because it will restrict
their ability to control all of their vehicles. It is easier to
control a unit from the rear. From this position, the
commander will be aware of the condition of the
vehicles that may fall out because of mechanical failure
and are able to provide for the drivers and any troops or
cargo that they may be transporting. They will also be
able to take charge at the scene of an accident involving
drivers under their supervision until traffic accident
instigation personnel arrive. Should the march unit
be held up, the commander will be able to move up to
the source of trouble and make the necessary adjust
ments.
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NOTE: Convoy, serial, and march unit commanders
should avoid driving in the left-hand lane because the
limited speed of military vehicles can easily cause them
to become a hazard to faster moving civilian traffic.

PACESETTER
The convoy commander will designate a pacesetter for
the convoy. The pacesetter is the first vehicle in the
march column and is normally the slowest, heaviest
vehicle in the march column, excluding oversize/over
weight vehicles The pacesetter will-
ŽSet and maintain the pace established by the con
voy commander.
ŽCheck the time at start points, critical points,
checkpoints, and release points.
ŽApprise the convoy commander of any obstacles
or road hazards that confront the convoy (road
blocks, washouts, or any other obstacle) and may
cause a deviation from the established route.
• Control the convoy speed in preparation for exit
ing or entering highways and/or entering tunnels.

PREPARATION OF DRIVERS
The convoy commander, or his designate, ensures that-
ŽDrivers are aware of changes required by PER
MITS prior to the convoy movement.
ŽDrivers and assistant drivers possess a valid Op
tional Form (OF) 346 (US Government Motor
Vehicle operator’s Identification Card).
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Figure 2-4. Equipment Included in the Trail.
ŽOnly experienced drivers are selected to operate
vehicles on public highways for convoy assign
ment, when possible. (This does not apply when
a convoy is dispatched solely for driver training
purposes.)
ŽPersonnel with limited driving experience prac
tice their driving before going on an expressway.
This enables drivers to adjust to expressway driv
ing and correct errors pointed out by supervisory
personnel.
ŽDrivers have had 8 hours rest during the 12 hours
before convoy departure time.
Convoy commanders also ensure that drivers are
briefed thoroughly before the convoy departs. The fol
lowing areas should be covered:
ŽCompliance with traffic signals.

NOTE: Military vehicles do not have the right-of-way
over civilian traffic except under prescheduled emer
gency moves cleared and coordinated with state officals
and escorted by police authorities.

ŽPolicing rest halts.
ŽDistance between vehicles (urban areas, ex
pressways, conventional routes, and entrance and
exit routes).
NOTE: To ensure an orderly movement, an established
interval between vehicles must be maintained. These
intervals are the time gaps between vehicles. A simple
rule to use is the “4-second rule.” This will establish an
interval of 4-seconds between vehicles in the convoy.
This interval can be maintained regardless of the speed
of the convoy, and it allows for the space between
vehicles to be adjusted as the rate of march changes.
This 4-second time interval can be estimated if the driver
of each vehicle watches the vehicle in front of him. As
that vehicle passes a point on the highway (a definite
point such as a sign post or tree), the driver counts the
number of seconds until he passes that same point. This
will give the time interval. Based on this time interval,
the driver can either increase speed or decrease speed
as required.
ŽObedience to civil and military police and traffic
escorts.
ŽLocation and time of rest and meal halts.
ŽDestination and use of strip maps.

ŽRoute.
ŽEntering and leaving expressways.
ŽMaximum and minimum speeds for segments of
the route.

ŽEmergency halts.
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ŽAction to take if separated from the convoy.
ŽUse of highway warning kits.

NOTE: The assistant driver does not “sleep” in the cab-
he is there to assist the driver. The use of an assistant
driver DOES NOT double the amount of driving time
for the convoy.

ŽWhat to do if the vehicle breaks down.
ŽRefueling procedures.
ŽPhone numbers to call for medical and main
tenance support and their locations along the
route of march. All supervisory personnel must
know this information.
ŽCommunications to be used during the road
march, for instance, radio, visual signals, sign mes
sages, and audio signals.
ŽAvoidance of highway shoulders for halts except
under emergency conditions.
ŽLocation and identification of destination includ
ing name and phone number of the point of con
tact.
ŽOperation of headlights on low beam during the
entire trip except when prohibited by local civil
authorities.
ŽSecurity.

ASSISTANT DRIVERS
If possible, assign an assistant driver to each vehicle in
the convoy. The assistant drivers must have in their
possession a valid OF 346 for the type of vehicle that they
are assigned to in the convoy. In addition to sharing
driving time, the assistant driver will-
Ž Relay signals from the convoy commander to fol
lowing vehicles.
Ž Check route and highway markers to ensure that
directions contained on the strip map are being
followed.
Ž Assist the driver to ensure that the lanes are clear
when changing lanes, entering or exiting ex
pressway ramps, or passing slow moving traffic.
Ž Observe the person driving for symptoms of
fatigue.
Ž Perform duties to assist in the smooth, safe opera
tion of the vehicle.
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CONVOY COMMUNICATIONS
Convoy and march unit commanders and NCOICs must
be able to effectively communicate with their subor
dinate leaders and vehicle drivers. To be effective, com
munications used during convoy operations must be well
planned and understood by all personnel involved in the
movement. Radio is the principle means of communica
tions within a motor convoy. It allows for the rapid
transmission of orders and messages between widely
separated elements in a convoy. Plans for its use must
be given in orders, in the unit SOP, and in the movement
plan.

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS
Sign messages may be written on a board and posted
along the route or displayed by a guide in view of the
oncoming vehicles. In the event of radio silence or for
other reasons, the drivers or their assistants can use
visual signals for convoy control (see Figure 2-5).

CIVILIAN POLICE TRAFFIC CONTROL
Obtain the assistance of civilian police whenever pos
sible for all critical areas not on military reservations
through which the convoy will pass. These areas include
major intersections, entrances to and exits from ex
pressways and main routes, densely populated and in
dustrial areas, and entrances to and exits from rest halt
areas. Request the installation provost marshall ar
range for civilian police support in the immediate
vicinity of the installation where the convoy originates.
Request police support for more distant areas through
the SMCC at the time the preplanned documentation
(DA Forms 1265 and 1266) are submitted.

CAUTION
Instruct traffic guides that convoy drivers do not
have priority over civilian traffic when not on a
military reservation. And that they have NO
authority to disregard traffic lights or other traffic
devices on public roads.
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Figure 2-5. Daytime/Nighttime Visual Hand Signals.
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CONVOY IDENTIFICATION
Each convoy will be identified by its CCN. For ARNG
and USAR convoys, the SMCC in whose state the con
voy originates assigns the CCN at the time that they
prepare the convoy clearance request. This number will
identify the convoy during its entire movement. The
CCN will be placed on both sides of each vehicle and, if
possible, on the front and back of all the vehicles in the
convoy as shown in Figure 2-6. The CCN will also be
placed on the top of the hood of the lead and last vehicles
of each march unit.
For both peacetime and mobilization/deployment, the
CCN will be an eight digit, three-part figure that will
consist of the two-letter abbreviation of the issuing state
(for example, VA for Virginia, KS for Kansas, CA for
California, and so forth), a five-digit control number,
and a one-digit type-of-movement designator such as
oversize, overweight, or hazardous cargo.
CCNs are assigned in sequence on an annual basis. The
first digit of the control number is the last digit of the
calendar year; the next four digits are the numerical
sequence of the convoy. The types of movement desig
nators are outsize/overweight vehicles - S; explosives 
E, hazardous cargoes - H, and all other convoys - C. For
example, the eighty-first convoy originating in the state
of Virginia in 1990 and carrying general cargo will be
assigned the convoy number VA-00081-C.

For active duty units, the ITO provides the CCN through
TC-ACCIS. There are ten digits in the CCN. The first
two digits identify the post from which the tommy
originates, the next four digits are the Julian date; the
next three digits are the sequence number followed by a
single digit type of movement designator. For example,
FE 0234039 C would be a convoy leaving from Fort
Eustis on 22 August 1990, it is the 39th convoy of the day,
and it is a regular convoy without any special require
ments.

CONTROL VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
The first task vehicle (pacesetter) in each element of the
convoy must have on its front, directly below the
windshield or in some other conspicuous location, a sign
with 4-inch black reflective letters on a yellow back
ground reading CONVOY FOLLOWS. The last vehicle
of each convoy element, other than the control vehicle,
will have on the rear a sign reading CONVOY AHEAD.
CONVOY AHEAD signs are not on maintenance or
medical vehicles unless that vehicle’s purpose is to rep
resent the end of the convoy. The convoy signs will be
prepared according to the specifications in Appendix F.
Mark each march unit of the convoy with flags 12 inches
in height and 18 inches in length as follows:

Figure 2-6. Placement of ARNG and USAR Convoy Clearance Number.
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ŽThe lead vehicle is fitted with a blue flag and the
rear vehicle with a green flag--mount the flag on
left front of the lead and trail vehicle, respectively,
so that it is will not interfere with the vision of the
driver or with any functional component of the
vehicle (see Figure 2-7).

weight vehicles, and for the first and last vehicles
in a convoy. The lights will be on at all times when
the convoy is operating outside a military installa
tion.
Convoy identification flags are available through local
supply channels:

ŽThe vehicles of the convoy commander and the
march unit commanders must carry on the left
front bumper a white and black flag. This flag is
divided diagonally from the lower left corm to
the upper right corner with the upper left triangle
white and the lower right triangle black.

Leading vehicle flag
NSN 8345-00-543-6912

Trail party vehicle flag

Last (rear) vehicle flag
NSN 8345-00-543-6913

Commander’s flag
NSN 8345-00-543-6911

ŽTrail party vehicles will carry an international
orange safety flag. State and local police or MP
escort vehicles will not display convoy identifica
tion flags.
ŽA rotating or M-degree flashing amber light will
be used for cranes (wreckers), oversize or over

NOTE: There is a standard flagstaff attachment (NSN
8345-00-242-3650) that can be used for attaching the
flags to the vehicles.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND WARNING
DEVICES
While moving at night or during periods of reduced
visibility, lead and rear convoy vehicles and those

Figure 2-7. Flag Placement on a Vehicle.
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oversize and overweight vehicles separated from the
main body will operate four-way flashers. While operat
ing at night or during periods of reduced visibility, con
voy vehicles will display L-shaped symbols composed of
a vertical strip, 12 inches long and 2 inches wide, or red
retroflective paint, tape, or other reflective material
placed at the lower corners of the vehicles body (refer
to AR 55-29). See Figure 2-8 and Appendix F for
specifications.
NOTE: The reflective material should be a removable
material so that the camouflage paint and combat readi
ness of the vehicle is not compromised.
Headlights of aIl vehicles moving in convoy or halted on
road shoulders must be on low beam at all times except
where prohibited by state or local ordinances. While
halted on shoulders, vehicles equipped with emergency
flasher systems must also have these lights operating.
The following safety equipment is needed:
ŽAll vehicles will be equipped with an approved
fire extinguisher suitable for putting out gasoline
and electrical fires.
ŽAll vehicles must carry an approved first aid kit.
ŽAll vehicles must have no less then one set (pair)
of tire chains when snow or ice conditions maybe
encountered.
ŽBuses with a seating capacity of nine or more
passengers must be equipped with a hand axe.

Ž All convoy vehicles must be equipped with an
approved highway warning kit shown Figure 2-9.
In the event of an emergency, the placement of
warning devices must be according to the para
graph in Chapter 3 titled HALTS DUE TO
MECHANICAL FAILURE.
Ž Convoy emergency vehicles will be fitted with an
amber strobe light.
Ž Road guides must wear high visibility devices such
as a traffic MP ensemble consisting of a vest (NSN
8415-00-177-4974) and/or sleevelets (NSN 8415
00-144-5011). Baton flashlights must aIso be
provided when the convoy operates during dark
ness or when visibility is reduced to 500 feet or
less.
NOTE: Flags and signs are not required for convoys of
five vehicles or less. They will still display the CCNs on
their sides and on the top of the lead vehicle’s hood.

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT
Logistical support of convoy movements is a command
responsibility. Prior to any convoy operation, the convoy
commander MUST establish the plan for the support of
his convoy. The convoy commander is the POC for
coordinating all en route support. During the actual
movement, the Local Support Agency (LSA) ensures
that any unplanned logistical support required by the
moving unit is provided.

Figure 2-8. Reflective L-Shaped Symbol.
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FINAL ACTIONS BEFORE DEPARTURE
Inspect all vehicles as they arrive in the convoy assembly
area to ensure that they are in satisfactory condition.
Notify units furnishing vehicles for a convoy as far in
advance as possible. Advance notice will enable the
units to thoroughly prepare the vehicles. Make on-the
spot corrections when possible. Check for-
ŽMechanical condition, including brake system.
ŽFuel, oil, and coolant levels.
ŽServiceability of lights and horn.
ŽTires (for serviceability and proper pressure).
ŽAvailability of emergency equipment.
ŽTire chains, when specified.
ŽAdditional POL, when specified.

ŽPolice of vehicle cargo or passenger compartment.
ŽCondition of driver.
ŽDriver's permit (OF 346) for authorization to
operate assigned vehicle.
ŽDriver’s individual equipment.
If deficiencies are detected that cannot be corrected on
the spot, return the vehicle to the unit for replacement.
No vehicle should be accepted in a “might make it”
condition. After vehicles have been accepted for the
convoy, they should be driven to the final assembly area
for the CCN to be applied.
After vehicles and drivers have been inspected and the
convoy is organized and ready to move out, assemble the
personnel for a final briefing. Distribute strip maps to
all drivers. Use an enlarged strip map (a blackboard
drawing or other drawing) to explain details of the route.
Conclude the briefing with a question and answer
period.

Figure 2-9. Highway Warning Kit.
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CHAPTER 3
CONVOY OPERATIONS
ENTERING CONVOY ROUTES
Depart the assembly area at the time given in the move
ment order. Use police support to reduce interference
with other traffic and to ensure that the integrity of the
convoy is maintained. Use the “close column formation”
when moving from the assembly area to the main convoy
route.
NOTE: If a civilian police escort is not available, military
police or other military personnel providing escort ser
vice have no authority to instruct military drivers to
disregard traffic control devices or signs.
Main convoy routes are usually characterized by heavy,
fast-moving traffic. Entering these routes is a critical
operation. But the risk can be reduced when civilian
police assist by controlling civilian traffic.
Most expressways are equipped with entrance and exit
ramps and acceleration and deceleration lanes which
are designed to allow vehicles to enter and leave without
interfering with other traffic. When used properly,
these lanes greatly reduce the risk of traffic accidents
and help in the movement of the convoy The following
instructions apply both to the initial point of entry to the
expressway and the return to it from a rest halt area:
ŽWhen possible, obtain civilian police assistance to
direct convoy vehicles onto the expressway and to
control civilian traffic. When civilian police are
not present, use MP or other military personnel
to signal military vehicles when it is safe to enter
the expressway. Military traffic should not inter
fere with civilian traffic.
ŽBefore driving onto the entrance ramp, close up
convoy vehicles to a maximum distance of 20 yards
to reduce the time the entrance ramp is blocked
to normal traffic (see Figure 3-1). Upon reaching
the acceleration lane, increase convoy speed to
equal as closely as possible that of other traffic on
the expressway. The maximum speed authorized
for military vehicles on expressways is 50 mph.
Military vehicles moving on controlled access
highways will maintain the posted minimum speed
or 40 mph if a minimum speed is not posted.
Vehicles that cannot maintain the posted mini
mum speed will be routed over an alternate noncontrolled access road (refer to AR 55-162). Do

not exceed the minimum speed unless directed
by the convoy commander. Under no circum
stances will the posted maximum speed limit be
exceeded.
Ž Before moving into the traffic lane, the driver
must ensure that lanes are clear of oncoming
traffic before merging.
Ž After entering the traffic lane, vehicle drivers
should not immediately attempt to move to the
prescribed distance for expressway convoy opera
tions but continue for a distance equal to the road
space of the column. Drivers should then
gradually attain the distance between vehicles for
expressway driving or as given by the operation
order and the final briefing.
NOTE: Vehicles must not slow down or close up while
in a traffic lane of the expressway.

DRIVING ON EXPRESSWAYS
Ensure that all vehicles remain in the right lane after the
convoy has entered the expressway. Where the right
lane is reserved for traffic turning off at the next exit
ramp, the tommy should use the next adjacent lane,
Drivers must be alert and prepared to slow down or take
other evasive action to avoid vehicles entering the ex
pressway from acceleration lanes.
If a vehicle develops mechanical trouble, the driver
should turn on the appropriate turn signal to alert the
vehicle behind him and move onto the shoulder of the
road or into a parking area and wait for the arrival of the
trail party. The remaining convoy vehicles should con
tinue past the halted vehicle, leaving maintenance to be
done by the trail party.
To avoid drowsiness or “highway hypnosis,” encourage
drivers to drive with cab windows open, to shift body
positions, and to get out of the cab and move about at
rest halts.
CAUTION
Instruct convoy vehicle drivers NOT to give
“clearance signals” to civilian vehicle operators.
Responsibility to determine safe passing conditions rests with the driver desiring to pass.
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EXITING AN EXPRESSWAY
To exit an expressway, either to enter a rest area or to
take another route, move vehicles to the deceleration
lane at the earliest opportunity and reduce speed to the
exit ramp speed limit as shown in Figure 3-1.

REST AND MEAL HALTS ON
CONVENTIONAL HIGHWAYS
Schedule rest halts so that the convoy will halt for 15
minutes at the end of the first hour of operation and 10
minutes every 2 hours thereafter. You can make minor
adjustments to this schedule when a suitable area is not
available at these time periods. On conventional high
ways with adequate off-shoulder packing space, rest and
meal halts normally do not present a problem. How
ever, take the following precautions:
Ž Do not select rest areas located in urban or heavily
populated areas.
Ž Avoid areas on curves or reverse sides of hills.
Ž Leave enough room to allow the vehicles to park
off the paved portion of the road and return to the
road safely.
Ž Maintain a minimum distance of 3 feet between
parked vehicles.
Ž Place warning kit devices at the head and tail of
the column unless the vehicles are completely off
the highway and shoulder. Leave the flashing

warning lights in operation and the headlights on.
Post a guard behind the trail party with proper
warning devices to alert, but not direct, approach
ing traffic.
Ž Do not permit convoy personnel, with the excep
tion of guards posted at the head and tail of each
halted march element, on the traffic side of
vehicles except to perform prescribed main
tenance.
Ž Make sure drivers and assistant drivers perform
prescribed at-halt maintenance and check the
security of cargo. Deficiencies that cannot be
corrected by the vehicle crew should be reported
to the serial commander.
Ž Check drivers for illness and fatigue.
Ž Post guards at least 50 yards behind the last
vehicle to warn traffic when departing a rest area.
When police support is provided, this guard may
not be required. Convoy vehicles should return to
the highway as rapidly and safely as possible.

REST AND MEAL HALTS ON
EXPRESSWAYS
Information on the location of rest areas and their truck
parking capacities on expressways over which the con
voy will move is available at your installation transpor
tation office. The designated federal or state rest areas
planned for convoy use should be entered in item 20 of
DD Form 1265.

Figure 3-1. Entering and Exiting an Expressway.
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Only emergency stopping is authorized on expressways.
Official rest areas or parking areas may be used for
scheduIed halts of military convoys. On most ex
pressways, these areas are located at 25- to 30-mile
intervals. Normally, separate parking areas within the
rest area are designated for truck and passenger car
parking. Use the portion reserved for trucks. Ensure
that there is space for other vehicles convoy vehicles
should not occupy more than 50 percent of the truck
parking space at anytime. If the number of trucks in a
convoy will exceed 50 percent of the truck parking area,
organize the column into serials. Maintain a sufficient
time gap between serials to allow one to clear a rest area
before the following serial arrives. Or you may schedule
convoy serials into different rest areas; however, this
separates serials to such an extent that control is
reduced.
Normally, acceleration lanes are provided at rest halt
areas to facilitate merging of vehicles with other traffic.
The same techniques are used when departing a rest
area as when making an initial entry onto an expressway.
Meal halts on expressways require careful planning be
cause of their longer duration. If the selected rest area
cannot accommodate all of the convoy vehicles, you
have a choice of four actions:
ŽPhase the convoy into a rest area in serials with
enough time gap to allow the preceding serial to
eat and clear before the arrival of the following
serial.
ŽHave all serials halt at approximately the same
time but at different rest areas. However, this will
necessitate excessive gaps between elements, thus
reducing the commander’s control.
ŽUse the leapfrog method by requiring the first
serial to halt at a rest area while the second serial
continues on to the next area, usually 25 to 30
miles ahead. By the time the first serial has com
pleted its halt and arrived at the area where the
second serial stopped, the second serial should be
ready to join the column.
ŽDepart from the expressway and use a previously
selected area. This would allow all the personnel
to make a meal halt at the same time.

REFUELING HALTS
The majority of military vehicles can travel 300 miles
without refueling. Since this exceeds the distance a
convoy normally travels in one day, arrangements for
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mass refueling before reaching the overnight halt are
unnecessary. Refuel those vehicles with limited range
during the noon meal halt as well as during regular
refueling halts.

TOLL ROADS, BRIDGES, AND TUNNELS
Assign a convoy representative to clear the convoy at the
initial entrance to toll facilities and any intermediate
points where tolls are collected. When possible, obtain
toll tickets before the convoy departs from its point of
origin. When this is not feasible, the convoy repre
sentative should arrive at the toll facility entrance suffi
ciently in advance to purchase tickets and arrange for
the uninterrupted movement of the convoy through the
toll facility.

HALTS DUE TO MECHANICAL FAILURE
A vehicle disabled because of mechanical failure should
immediately be moved from the traffic lane to a location
where it will not be a hazard to other traffic. If a
breakdown occurs while driving on an expressway or
highway, the driver should perform the following actions
immediately:
ŽDuring the time that lights are required (sunset to
sunrise) and when forward visibility is reduced to
500 feet or less, place a reflector either in the
obstructed lane or on the shoulder of the road if
the vehicle is on or over the shoulder. Place the
reflector to face the traffic using that lane. Do this
before any attempt is made to repair the vehicle.
Place reflectors in the following order
One reflector in the center of the lane of traffic
occupied by the vehicle and not less than 40
paces (approximately 100 feet) from it in the
direction of traffic approaching in that lane
(see Figure 3-2). If the vehicle is on or over
the shoulder and does not occupy a traffic
lane, the warning device should be placed on
the edge of the roadway so that the traffic lane
is not blocked.
One reflector on the traffic side of the vehicle,
four paces (approximately 10 feet) to its rear
facing the traffic in that lane.
One reflector 40 paces from the vehicle in the
opposite direction.
If the vehicle is stopped within 300 feet of a
curve, crest of a hill, or other obstruction to
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Figure 3-2. Vehicle Stopped, Blocking Two Lanes.
view, the warning device in that direction
should be placed so as to give ample warning
to other users of the highway, but not less than
80 paces nor more than 120 paces from the
vehicle (see Figure 3-3).
ŽDuring the time lights are not required (normally
sunrise to sunset), place red flags or reflectors
with mounted flags at the distances prescribed for
night. Since most warning kits contain only two
flags, the reflector placed 10 feet behind the
vehicle will not have a flag mounted on it. DO
NOT use military personnel to warn drivers by
manual flagging except where emergency warning
devices do not give adequate warning to civilian
traffic.

ACCIDENT PROCEDURES
In the event of an accident, you must make every effort
to minimize its effects and keep the convoy moving. If
an accident happens in your convoy-
ŽKeep moving. Only the vehicle immediately be
hind the vehicle should stop and render assis
tance.
ŽGive first aid. Give immediate attention to injuries
according to FM 21-11.
ŽWait for assistance. Do not move the damaged
vehicle until an accident investigation has bees
completed by civilian police, Report any accident
to civilian police according to AR 385-40.
ŽClear the traffic lane. The crew of the affected
vehicle should make every effort to clear the traf
fic lane as soon as possible. In case of injuries, the
crew of the assisting vehicle may be required to
move the damaged vehicle.
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ŽPrepare report. Whenever a military vehicle is
involved in ANY accident, the driver will prepare
a SF 91 (Operator’s Report of Motor Vehicle
Accident). (See Appendix G.)
On-the-spot information will be recorded on the form
by the operator involved. If the operator is unable to
prepare the report at the scene of the accident, it will be
prepared by anyone so directed. The report must be
completed and delivered to the operator’s immediate
supervisor as soon as possible for use in preparing DA
Form 285 (Accident Investigation Report).
Whenever state or local regulations require submission
of accident reports to their agency, the report will be
submitted first to the appropriate claims officer for
review to ensure that the rights of the United States
government are not prejudiced by admission of liability.
It is essential that personnel be trained to obtain all vital
information at the scene of the accident and to complete
all entries on the form. Information will often be un
available after witnesses have left or vehicles have been
removed from the scene of an accident.
Each item of the report should be checked to make sure
it gives a complete picture of facts leading to the acci
dent and what occurred in the accident. If there is any
question as to the validity of information obtained for
the report, anotation should be made to this effect.
NOTE: When another driver is involved in the accident,
his name should be obtained from his driver’s permit.
The first officer or noncommissioned officer to arrive at
the scene of the accident will take charge by supervising
emergency aid, directing military traffic, warning
civilian traffic, and directing placement of warning
devices until the trail officer arrives. The trail officer,
aided by available medical and maintenance personnel,
will supervise and direct care of the injured and disposi
tion of the damaged vehicles. Further assistance
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Figure 3-3. Halts Under Varying Conditions Due to Mechanical Failure.
needed should be requested from the agencies listed in
the convoy operation order.

prepared to rescue endangered personnel, attempt to
control the fire, or take steps to prevent a fire.

VEHICLE ACCIDENTS CAUSING A FIRE
OR CREATING AN ELECTRICAL OR
FIRE HAZARD

If the accident results in a vehicle fire, convoy super
visory personnel will-

Motor convoys travel mostly over highways in rural
areas. Fire departments in these areas are widely scat
tered, and firefighting personnel may have to travel a
long distance to respond to an emergency. This means
that convoy control personnel will probably be the first
to arrive at the scene of the accident and must be

ŽHalt the control vehicle a safe distance from the
fire and direct the driver or other convoy person
nel to notify the nearest fire department and
police department, using the most expeditious
means; for example, roadside emergency, service
station, or private residence telephone. If radio
communication is available, notify the convoy
commander.
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ŽRemove injured personnel from burning vehicles
as quickly as possible, even when it means subject
ing a person to further injury. Follow established
first aid procedures in caring for the injured
before attempting to control fire in unoccupied
vehicles.
ŽKeep spectators at a safe distance.
ŽAttempt to extinguish the fire with the control
vehicle extinguisher, extinguishers from other
vehicles, or with sand or mud.
Or in the event of an accident involving a truck carrying
either explosives or hazardous cargo, you must-- 
Ž Approach cautiously. Resist the urge to rush in,
you cannot help others until you know the
hazards.
Ž Move and keep people away from the scene.
Ž Use the Emergency Response Guidebook (DOT
5800.4) as a guide.
Ž Immediately notify all assisting agencies and per
sonnel of the hazards involved.
Or if the accident results in a fire hazard, convoy super
visory personnel will--
ŽHalt the control vehicle a safe distance from the
accident and direct the driver or other convoy
personnel to notify police and fire departments by
the fastest means. When radio communication is
available, notify the convoy commander.
ŽTurn off the ignition and tights of the vehicles
involved. Because of the possibility of sparks, do
not remove battery cables unless absolutely neces
sary.
ŽRemove injured personnel as soon as possible.
ŽKeep spectators away from the area where flam
mable liquids are spilled or toxic fumes have ac
cumulated.
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Or if the accident involves high-tension power lines, an
extremely dangerous situation exists. The danger is
even greater when the downed lines are touching a
vehicle. Convoy supervisory personnel will-
ŽContact poke immediately and explain the situa
tion. The police will be able to contact power
company personnel for emergency assistance
more quickly than convoy personnel.
ŽKeep spectators at least 100 feet from downed
wires.
ŽIf wires are touching any of the vehicles involved,
direct the occupants to remain in place until
power company workers can cut off the electricity
and remove the wires.
ŽIn case of serious injury where death may be
imminent unless rescue is effected, attempt to
remove the wires, assist the injured from the
vehicle, render first aid, and obtain medical assis
tance.

WARNING

The following procedures are NOT routine and
should be considered only when death may other
wise result:
ŽRemove the wire from the vehicle by looping a
completely dry fiber or cotton rope around it
and pulling it free.
ŽLift the wire from the vehicle using a completely
dry-seasoned wooden pole.
ŽReduce the risk of electrical shock by standing
on a rubber vehicle floor mat, dry wooden
planking, or other nonconductive material.
Rescue personnel must be aware that the
ground in the immediate vicinity of where a hot
wire is touching may be charged and should be
avoided.

ŽGuard against smoking by spectators or cigarettes
thrown from passing vehicles If personnel are
available post guards to warn passing vehicle
drivers of a fire hazard.

CONVOY COMMANDER’S EN ROUTE
REPORT TO CLEARANCE AUTHORITY

ŽNotify nearby residents when spillage may place
them in danger.

During peacetime, administrative convoys will not nor
mally be required to report their movement progress at

WWW.SURVIVALEBOOKS.COM
origin, en route, and destination. If it is required, then
the convoy commander will provide an en route report
to the next higher headquarters. During mobilization
and selected exercises, special instructions included
with the approved convoy clearance will direct the con
voy commander to report to the appropriate headquarters upon departure, at selected halt locations, and
upon arrival. The en route report will outline the posi
tion of the convoy. If the convoy requires more than one
day, the report should contain as a minimum--

FM 55-312
ŽTime of arrival at overnight stop.
• Estimated time of arrival at state lines on the
following day.
Ž Complete details and circumstances of any acci
dent or incident.
Ž Highway clearance number and convoy
commander’s name.
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APPENDIX A
CONVOY CLEARANCE (DD FORM 1265)
AND SPECIAL HAULING PERMIT (DD FORM 1266)

Figure A-1. Sample DD Form 1265 (Front).
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Figure A-1. Sample DD Form 1265 (Back) (Continued).
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Figure A-2. Sample DD Form 1266 (Front).
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Figure A-2. Sample DD Form 1266 (Back)(Continued).
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APPENDIX B
MILITARY VEHICLE AXLE WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION FORMULAS AND PERCENTAGES*
Vehicle weight scales are not always available to military
field units prior to moving buck convoys over CONUS
public highways. Therefore, laded-vehicle axle weight
distribution formulas and percentages have been
developed to help units prepare DD Forms 1265 and
1266 using estimated axle loads.
Percentages of maximum gross vehicle weight (GVW)
are given for estimating the axle weight distribution for
a loaded vehicle. When possible, however, actual axle
loads, obtained by weighing the loaded vehicle, should
be used.

PROCEDURE
To use the percentages for determining axle weight
distribution follow these steps.
Step 1. Determine GVW.
Step 2. Choose applicable percentages from the table
for the number of axles and type of vehicle (See Figure
B-1.)
Step 3. MultiplyGVW by each percentage to determine
various axle weight distributions.
Step 4. Record each weight.

LIMITATIONS
Percentages can be used for any loaded cargo truck and
tractor- semitrailer combination. However, to use them
for determining vehicle rude load distribution, the fol
lowing data must be available:
Ž Technical manuals (TMs) or vehicle data sheet
for the particular cargo truck, tractor, and semi
trailer.
Ž Weight of empty vehicle.
Ž Weight of payload.
Ž Other necessary dimensions are obtained from
vehicle TM or data sheet.

Example The percentage method. The GVW for an
M 123/M172A1 tractor-semitrailer combination is
96,500 pounds. This is a five-axle vehicle. Therefore, in
the first column labeled “Number of Axles per Vehicle,"
find 5. To the right of 5 under “Type of Vehicle" is
semitrailer and under the "Axle 1“ column is 14. Multiply
the GVW by 14 patent to find the front axle weight
distribution. The "Axle 2“ and "Axle 3“ columns show 21
percent. Multiply the GVW by 21 percent to determine
the weight distribution on each of the second and third
axles. The "Axle 3“ and "Axle 4“ columns show 22 per
cent. Multiply the GVW by 22 percent to determine the
weight distribution on each of the fourth and fifth axles.
Record each axle weight distribution.
GVW for M123/M172A1 = 96,500 lb
GVW = 96,500 lb x 14 percent= 13,510 lb (front axle
weight distribution)

*Formulas and percentages in this appendix are used
in lieu of American Trucking Association (ATA), Inc.,
weight limits only when ATAs (see Appendix C) are not
available.

GVW - 96,500 lb x 21 percent = 20,265 lb (2d and 3d
axle weight distribution)
GVW=96,500 lb x 22 percent = 21,230 lb (4th and 5th
axle weight distribution)
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Figure B-1. Percentage for Axle Weight Distribution.
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Figure B-2. Formulas for Axle Load Weight Distribution.
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APPENDIX C
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS AND WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
DIAGRAMS FOR THE HEAVY-EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER (HET)
This appendix provides the characteristics data on the HETs and selected oversize/overweight vehicles used as
payload cargo. This transportation information is provided to assist in making up the DD Form 1266 and also for use
in evaluating requests for oversize/overweight permits.
The dimensions for the vehicle combinations will not vary; however, calculated axle loads may vary. The variance will
be due to the different positioning of the load item on the transporter and differing air pressurt at the pusher axles.
If additional information on these diagrams is required, or if you have comments, please write to Commander, MTMC
Transportation Engineering Agency, ATTN: MTT-TR, P.O. Box 6276, Newport News, VA 23606-0276.
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Figure C-1. M911 Truck Tractor.
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Figure C-2. M747 Semitrailer.
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Figure C-3. M1 Tank, Combat.
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Figure C-4. M60A2 Tank, Combat.
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Figure C-5. M88 Recovery Vehicle, Medium.
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Figure C-6. M110A1 Self-Propelled Howitzer.
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Figure C-7. M109A1 Howitzer.
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Figure C-8. Axle Loads of the M911/M747 Combination With Payload Item.
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APPENDIX D
AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS SUMMARY OF SIZE AND
WEIGHT LIMITS
Prepared by the American Trucking Association. Inc.
July 1989
Copyright chart used by permission of
American Trucking Associations, Inc, Alexandria, Virginia
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SUMMARY OF SIZE & WEIGHT LIMITS
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APPENDIX E
CONVOY COMMANDER’S CHECKLIST

PART I. CONVOY PLANNING CHECKLIST
Actions

References

IDENTIFY VEHICLES

FM 55-312

Has the convoy clearance number been placed on the appropriate vehicles?
What are the number and type of vehicles needed to accomplish the mission?
What are the type and number of vehicles needed to control and support the convoy?
What are the type and number of trailers needed for the movement?
Are there any oversize/overweight vehicles?
Are there any nonmilitary vehicles in the convoy?
IDENTIFY PERSONNEL

FM 55-312

Who are the personnel that will be going with the convoy?
What is the rank and gender of the identified personnel?
Who will serve as the command structure?
Who are the qualified drivers and assistant drivers?
Who are the personnel that will not be driving the vehicles?
Who are the personnel that will be road guards?
ORGANIZE CONVOY

FM 55-312

How many march units will be in the convoy?
Which vehicles are in each march unit?
What is the interval between march units?
Who is assigned to each vehicle?
Has the pacesetter for each march unit been identified?
DETERMINE ETA AT DESTINATION

None

DETERMING METHOD OF VEHICLE SUPPORT TO BE USED
WHILE EN ROUTE
How much POL will the vehicle require?

FM 55-312
CONUSA Convoy
Support
Directories

How often will they need to refuel?

Vehicle TMs
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Actions

References

How will POL be obtained while en route?
How will maintenance support be obtained?
DETERMING HOW THE PERSONNEL WILL BE SUPPORTED WHILE
EN ROUTE

FM 55-312
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How many rest halts will be required?
How many meals will be required?
How many meals will be provided?
Will the convoy stop overnight?
How will medical support be provided?
DETERMINE HOW INTERNAL CONVOY COMMUNICATIONS WILL
BE PROVIDED

FM 55-312
Unit SOI

What communications will be used?
Where will the communication equipment be placed in the convoy?
SELECT ROUTE
Have all the possible routes been identified?

FM 55-312
CONUSA Convoy
Support
Directories

Have all the routes been reconnoitered?
Is the route selected suitable for the vehicles, cargo, and operators?
Does the route selected have the needed support facilities?
DETERMING ROUTE TO BE USED
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What are the start and release points?
What are the highway route numbers?
Have the critical route sections been identified?
Have the locations and duration of all halts been identified?
Has the rate of march for each route segment been established?
ENSURE THAT ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN MET
Has the road movement request been prepared?
Have the DD Forms 1266 been prepared, if required?
Have the operations or movement orders been prepared?
Have the required requests and supporting documents been forwarded?
Are the appropriate accident documents on hand such as
DA Form 285 (US Army Accident Investigation Report) and AR 385-40?

E-2
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PART II. CONVOY PREPARATION CHECKLIST
Actions

References

ENSURE THAT VEHICLES ARE READY TO MOVE

FM 55-312
Vehicle TMs
FM 55-30

Have PMCs been performed on vehicles to include trailers?
Have all deficiencies been corrected?
Have the vehicles been fueled?
Have all five-gallon fuel cans been filled, if required?
Are all vehicles properly configured?
Are the required BII available and serviceable?
Is the required safety equipment available and serviceable?
Is all equipment loaded properly?
Are all the vehicles properly marked?
Are the vehicles properly assembled?
Are the vehicles properly dispatched?
ENSURE THAT PERSONNEL ARE READY TO MOVE
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Convoy OPORD

Has all remedial training, familiarization, or qualification testing been completed?
Do all personnel have their proper uniforms?
Do all personnel have their required personal equipment?
ENSURE THAT THE CONVOY COMMANDER HAS THE FOLLOWING
DOCUMENTS TO TAKE WITH HIM DURING THE MOVEMENT
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Approved road movement order.
Graphic strip map.
Applicable CONUSA Support Directories.
Highway maps for all states through which the convoy will travel.
All documents required to obtain logistical support for the convoy (for example, meal tickets).
copy of convoy OPORD.
Extra copies of the convoy en route report forms for making en route reports to the SMCC.
Any other documents required by the unit SOP.
ENSURE THAT ALL MEMBERS OF THE CONVOY COMMAND STRUCTURE
HAVE COPIES OF THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

None
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Actions

References

ENSURE THAT ALL CONVOY DRIVERS RECEIVE A BRIEFING THAT
COVERS THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

FM 55-312
FM 55-30

Convoy route and march table.

FORSCOM Reg

Convoy route and march table.

55-1

Convoy OPORD
Use of the approval request for convoy clearance and strip map.
Reporting requirements (internal and external).
Procedures during halts (PMCs, vehicle security, safety).
Safety during movement.
Security of sensitive equipment (address the use of safe havens, if applicable).
Maintenance procedures.
Accident and emergency procedures.
Convoy organization and vehicle assignments.
Personnel and position of convoy command structure.
PART III. CONVOY MOVEMENT CHECKLIST
ENSURE THAT THE MOVEMENT IS BEING EXECUTED PROPERLY
Are the intervals between the serials and march units being maintained?
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Convoy OPORD
RMO

Are the intervals between the vehicles being maintained?
Is the proper rate of march being maintained?
Are the arrival and departure times at state lines and intersections being met?
CONDUCT PLANNED HALTS PROPERLY
Are arrival and departure times being met?
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Convoy OPORD
RMO

Are the required PMCs being performed?
Do the vehicle operators appear alert?
Are the loads inspected to ensure that they are still secure?
CONDUCT UNPLANNED HALTS PROPERLY
Are mechanical problems being handled in a safe and proper manner?
Have the proper accident reports been prepared?
Have accidents been reported to the local law enforcement agencies?
Are proper accident and emergency procedures being followed when necessary?
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Actions

References

ENSURE THAT THE REQUIRED REPORTS BEING FILED WITH
THE SMCC UPON ARRIVAL AT THE CVNS.

FORSCOM Reg
55-1

Convoy commanders may use the work sheet shown to log reports.
ERP LOCATION

ARRIVAL TIME

REPORTED TO SMCC
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APPENDIX F
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONVOY
WARNING SIGNS
SCOPE
Specifications for convoy signs that are highly visible to approaching vehicle operators both day and night (AR 55-29).
DESIGN
1. Signs reading CONVOY FOLLOWS and CONVOY COMMANDER will be 8 x 50 inches with a 3/8-inch-wide
border inserted 3/8 inch from sign edge.
2. The legend will be 4 inches high.
3. Signs reading CONVOY AHEAD and CONVOY COMMANDER will be 16 x 50 inches with a 3/8-inch-wide
border inserted 3/8 inch from the sign edge.
4. The legend will be 5 inches high.
COLOR AND MATERIAL
1. Signs of both sizes shall have the same color combination.
2. Background will be yellow reflex-reflective sheeting meeting federal specification LS-300A-Type 1, Class 2 or 3,
reflectivity 1, color j or reflective paint, which will meet General Services Administration (GSA) schedules listed under
Class 8010.
3. Legend and sign border shall be black nonreflective material with opaque inks compatible with base material.
CONSTRUCTION
Finished sign may be applied to any of the following by heat-activated or pressure-sensitive adhesive
ŽUnpainted aluminum .064 gauge.
ŽExterior grade plywood (US Commercial Standard CS 44-60). Galvanized steel .064 gauge.
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APPENDIX G
SAMPLE OPERATOR’S REPORT ON MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
(SF 91)

Figure G-1. Sample of SF 91, Page 1.
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Figure G-1. Sample of SF 91, Page 2. (Continued).
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Figure G-1. Sample of SF 91, Page 3. (Continued).
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Figure G-1. Sample of SF 91, Page 4. (Continued).
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GLOSSARY
Section I. Acronyms and Abbreviations
AASHTO

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials

AR

Army regulation

ARNG

Army National Guard

CB

center of balance

CCN

convoy clearance number

CG

center of gravity

CHD
CLO

CONUS highway directory

CMO

convoy movement order

CONUS

continental United States

CONUSA

numbered armies in the continental United States

CP

checkpoint

CST

Central Standard Time

CVN

convoy vehicle number

DA

Department of Army

DARMS

Developmental Army Readiness and Mobilization System

DD form

Department of Defense form

DMC

defense movement coordinator

DOD

Department of Defense

DOT
ERP

Department of Transportation
en route reporting points

EST

Eastern Standard Time

ETA

estimated time of arrival

ETD

estimated time of departure

FCJ4

FORSCOM Joint 4

FM

field manual

FORSCOM

United States Army Forces Command

FR

FORSCOM regulation

GPM

gallons per mile

chief logistics officer
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GVW

gross vehicle weight

HRPT

highway regulation point team

HS

home station

ITO

installation transportation officer

JSAC

Joint State Area Command

lb

pound(s)

LSA

Logistical Support Agency

LSC

Logistical Support Center

MIH

miles in an hour

MOBCON

mobilization movement and control

MP

military police

mph

miles per hour

MRMO

mobilization road movement order

MRMR

mobilization road movement request

MS

mobilization station

MSPS

Mobilization Station Planning System

MST

Mountain Standard Time

MTBSP

mobilization troop base stationing plan

NA

not applicable

NGB

National Guard Bureau

NHPN

national highway planning network

NSN

national stock number

ODCSLOG

Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics

OF

optional form

PMC

premaintenance check

POE

port of embarkation

POL

petroleum, oil, and lubricants

RCAS

Reserve Component Automation System

RON

remain overnight

RP

release point

SAT

software acceptance test

SMCC

state movement control center

SOI

signal operations instructions
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SOP

standing operating procedure

SP

start point

SPOE

sea port of embarkation

SSD

service support directory

STARC

State Area Command

STRAHNET

strategic highway corridor network

TB

technical bulletin

TC-ACCIS

Transportation Coordinator Automated Command and Control Information System

TM

technical manual

UMC

unit movement coordinator

UMO

unit movement officer

USAR

US Army Reserve

USPFO

US Property and Fiscal Office

wt

weight

Section II. Terms
Average speed--the average number of miles traveled per hour calculated over the whole journey, excluding
specifically ordered halts. It is expressed in miles per hour.
Column--a formation in which elements are placed one directly behind the other.
Column gap--the space between two organized elements following each other on the same route. It can be calcu
lated in units of length of time as measured from the rear of one element to the front of the following element.
Column length--the length of roadway occupied by a column in movement, including the gaps inside the column,
from the front of the leading vehicle to the rear of the last vehicle.
Convoy--a group of motor vehicles organized for the purpose of control and orderly movement with or without es
cort protection. For the purpose of this manual it is any group of-
ŽSix or more vehicles temporarily organized to operate as a column with or without escort, proceeding together
under a single commander.
ŽTen or more vehicles per hour dispatched to the same destination over the same route.
ŽFive or less vehicles operating as a column under a single commander if the following conditions exist
- Any level of mobilizatio/deployment has been ordered.
- When the movement is conducted in conjunction with, or as a result of, an exercise or annual training.
Convoy commander--the officer or noncommissioned officer in charge of the vehicles and operating personnel or a
convoy, designated as such by the person authorizing the movement.
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Convoy route--ther specific route assigned to each convoy by the appropriate routing authority.
Express highway--a limited access highway with a minimum of two lanes for traffic in each direction with a median
strip separating traffic traveling in opposite directions.
Expresways--high-speed highways, including the interstate highway system freeways, thruways, superhighways,
and parkways. Expressways are characterized by the following:
Ž Controlled access.
Ž Overpasses and underpasses for cross traffic.
Ž Center dividing strips.
Ž Absence or minimum of stop sign or lights.
Ž Wide lanes.
Ž Good quality of paving.
Ž Easy curves and grades.
Ž Long-sight distances
Gross weight--the combined weight of the vehicle and the load.
Infiltration--the movement of vehicles onto a roadway either in small groups or individually at extended or ir
rerular intervals so as not to provide a concentration of vehicles at any one given area.
Logistic support--the provision of billets, bivouac areas, meals, POL supplies, and maintenance services at military
installations, or the provisions for billets or bivouac areas anywhere along the convoy route.
March unit--a subordinate element of a serial which moves and halts at the order of one commander.
Mobilization movement and control (MOBCON)--a DA-approved program to establish a movement control cen
ter in each STARC. The movement control center will collect, analyze, and consolidate all DOD organic move
ments and develop a master movement plan for mobilization and deployment.
Motor vehicle--a self-propelled boosted, or towed conveyance for transporting a load on land.
Pace--the regulated speed of a column element as set by the pacesetter to maintain the average speed prescribed.
Pass time--the actual time between the movement where the first vehicle passes a given point and the moment when
the last vehicle passes the same point.
Rate of march--the average number of miles traveled in a given period of time, including all ordered short halts; it
does not include long halts, such as messing or overnight stops. It is expressed in miles in the hour.
Road clearance distance--tie total distance the head of a motor column must travel for the entire column to clear
a given section of the mad.
Road clearance time--the total time the head of the motor column must travel for the entire column to clear a
given section of the road.
Serial--an element or group of elements within a series which is given a numerical or alphabetical designation for
convenience of planning, scheduling, and control. It is the largest element of a convoy, and it moves and halts at
the order of one commander.
Special movement--any vehicle movement which consists of or includes any overweight or oversize vehicle, any
cargo or explosives or any other dangerous articles, and/or having any requirement for en route logistical support.
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State Area Command(STARC)--a mobilization entity within the Army National Guard (ARNG) state head
quarters and headquarters detachment that is ordered to active duty when ARNG units in that state are alerted for
mobilization. It provides for control of mobilized ARNG units from home station until arrival at mobilization sta
tion. It is also responsible for planning and executing military support for civil defense, land defense plans under
the respective area commander, and military folly assistance.
State movement Control center (SMCC)--the agency responsible for performing the convoy movement control
responsibilities of the Adjutant General of each state.
Superhighway--see Expressway.
Time distance--time required for a vehicle to travel between two points at a prescribed rate of speed.
Time gap--the time which lapses between successive elements of a column as they move past a given point.
Trail element--the last element of a convoy, normally composed of personnel and equipment that provides services
to the convoy.
Unit movement officer--a unit officer (or senior NCO) designated by the commander to prepare and maintain ap
propriate documentation, unit loading plans, and so forth, and to handle all other arrangements for a unit move
ment.
Vehicle distance--the distance between the rear of a vehicle to the front bumper of the following vehicle.
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accidents, 3-4

DD Form 1265, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 2-6, 3-2, App A

vehicle fire, 3-5

DD Form 1266,1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 2-6, App A

explosives or hazardous cargo, 3-6

DMC. See defense movement coordinator.

fire hazard, 3-6

defense movement coordinator (DMC), 1-2, 1-3, 1-4,
1-5, 1-7

high-tension power lines, 3-6
administrative convoy, 1-9, 3-6
Army National Guard (ARNG), 1-1, 1-3, 1-6, 2-6
ARNG. See Army National Guard.
bridges, 1-4
CCN. See convoy clearance number.
changes in logistical support requirements, 1-6
checkpoint, 1-6, 1-7
CONUSA. See numbered armies in the continental
United States.
convoy

deployment convoy, 1-9
direction of movement, 1-3
distance factors, 2-1
emergency convoy clearance request, 1-3
en route reporting requirements, 1-2, 3-7
en route reporting point, 1-7
ERP. See en route reporting point.
escort
by state or local police, 2-5, 2-9, 3-1
by MPs, 2-9

clearance number (CCN), 1-4, 1-5, 2-8, 2-10, 2-11

FORSCOM Regulation 55-1, 1-1, 1-9

close column formation, 3-1

FORSCOM. See United States Army Forces
Command.

commander, 1-4, 1-5, 2-1, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6, 2-8, 3-7
emergency vehicles, 2-10
en route report, 3-7, Fig 1-4
entering expressway, 3-1
exiting expressway, 3-2
functional elements, 2-2
identification flags, 2-9
inspection, 2-11
length, 1-3
L-shaped symbols, 2-10, Fig 2-8
organizational elements, 2-1
representative, 3-3
types of, 1-7
vehicle placement, 2-3
CP. See checkpoint.

four-way flashers, 2-10
heavy-equipment transporter (HET), 1-5
HET. See heavy-equipment transporter.
highway
markers, 1-4
numbering system, 1-4
types of, 1-4
warning kit, 2-6
logistical support, 2-10
logistical support data, 1-7
MOBCON. See mobilization movement and control.
march
column, 2-1
commander, 2-4
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unit, 2-1,2-2,2-3

SMCC. See State movement control center.

mobilization convoy, 1-7, 1-9

SP. See start point.

mobilization movement and control (MOBCON), 1-1,
1-5, 1-9

STARC. See State Area Command.

motor convoy, 1-1
movement priority, 1-3
numbered armies in the continental United States
(CONUSA), 1-1, 1-2
OF Form 346, 2-4
pacesetter, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-8
RAW. See rotating amber warning light.
reflectors, use of, 3-3
refueling, 3-3
refueling site, Fig 1-3
release point (RP), 1-6, 1-7
rest areas, 1-6, 3-2, 3-3

start point (SP), 1-6, 1-7
State Area Command (STARC), 1-1, 1-3
state movement control center (SMCC), 1-1, 1-2, 1-3,
1-5, 1-7, 2-6
strip map, 1-5,1-6,2-6, 2-11, Fig 1-2
TC-ACCIS. See Transportation Coordinator
Automated Command and Control Information
System.
time factors, 2-1
toll booth clearance, 1-4
toll roads, 1-4, 3-3
trail officer, 2-2, 2-3
trail party, 2-3

routing, 1-3, 1-4

Transportation Coordinator Automated Command
and Control Information System (TC-ACCIS), 1-5,
2-8

RP. See release point.

tunnels, 1-4

serial, 2-1, 3-3

United States Army Forces Command (FORSCOM),
1-1, 1-5

rotating amber warning light (RAWL), 2-3, 2-9

sign messages, 2-6
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visual hand signals, Fig 2-5

